When you look, what do you see?

Or

History has changed the way we look at a word.
Mental Health

- High Utilizer
- Staffing
- Care Coordination
- Diagnoses
- Decompensation
Threat Management Section

Threat Assessment

Pathway to Violence
Person of Concern
Leakage
Ideation
Target

Terms

black pill (n., v.)
femoid (n.)
GEOTUS (n.)
hypergamy (n.)
trender (n.)
Threat Management Section

Mission

Mental Health

Care Coordination- TMSF

&

Plan of Care- TMS

&

Follow-up

Threat Assessment

Identification & Mitigation & Follow-up

Risk Protection Order
Threat Management Section

Mental Health
- Referral
- ROI
- Peer Review Session
- Assess
- Follow-up

Threat Assessment
- Identification
- Mitigation
- ROI
- Follow-up
Threat Management Section

Referrals:

MDPD CIT/Mental Health Calls-for-Service
MDPD Suicide Calls-for-Service
Countywide Arrest Form Key Word Search
TMSF or Mental Health Professionals
Local/State/Federal Law Enforcement
Government Agencies

-Future-
Threat Assessment Report
OIR Key Word Search
Threat Management Section

Law Enforcement & Mental Health Professionals

Siloed together

Information Sharing - ROI

Looking through a non-criminal lenses

Utilize RPO with MH/TA nexus

Linkage of services
Mental Health

- Review CFS – victim/witness/subject
- Review Baker Act history
- Information share
- Release of information
- TMSF - Care Coordination
- TMS Plan of Care
Andres was a happy yet not so successful boy. Once he went hunting he killed 9 Buffalo, 8 Fish, and 19 raccoons. But when they started to hit the hay he saw 1 moose and 1 deer who can talk. He went up to them and... HE SHOT THEM! Then he saw 3 girls Melody, Maria, and Madison and... SLAUGHTORED Them. Then he saw two raccoons and... He became these friends. The raccoons couldn't talk but using hand jesters they made fun of Andres. So you know what Andres did?

He killed them, then Robert and Lucas came by and you know what Andres did? He became their friends. And Andres lived happily but not as successfully ever after. Also and Andres LOVED cheese cake.
Threat Assessments

- Review CFS – victim/witness/subject
- Review criminal history
- Social media profile
- Family/neighbors/friends
- Release of information
- TMSF - Care Coordination
- TMS Follow-up
TMS - Daily Threat Mitigation Teams

- Review each mental health related CFS
- Review each suicide related CFS

- Open discussions / Out of the Box

- Interest:
  - firearms possession / acquisition
  - suicide-by-cop
  - suicide
  - level of violence
  - mental health frequency

- No profile / checklist / prerequisites
STOP
Mental Health - decompensation

MITIGATE
Threat Assessment – targeted attack
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CASES BY ADULTS AND JUVENILES

Juvenile, 75
Adult, 269

CASE TYPES BY ADULTS & JUVENILES

Contact Investigation | Mental Health | RPO | Threat Assessment
---|---|---|---
Adults | 48 | 68 | 21 | 132
Juveniles | 3 | 10 | 0 | 62

CASES BY REFERRAL SOURCE

- Special Victims Bureau
- Sunny Isles Beach PD
- SFBHN - Thriving Mind
- Monroe County Sheriffs Office
- Miami Gardens PD
- MDPD - Police
- MDPD - Legal
- MDC - Public Schools
- Jackson Memorial Hospital
- Homeland Security Bureau
- FDLE
- FBI
- DCF
- City of Miami PD
- Citrus
- Attorney General

Threat Assessment | RPO | Mental Health | Contact Investigation
---|---|---|---

July 1, 2018 to June 30, 2019
Threat Management Section

**Risk Protection Orders:**
2018 – 31 / 2019 – 37 (Jun/19)

**School Threat Assessments:**
2018 – 55 / 2019 –

**Seizures:**
Firearms – 64 (4/Juvenile)
Ammo – 10,122 (25/Juvenile)
CWP – 5

July 1, 2018 to June 30, 2019
Patrick Calvo
Threat Management Section
Special Victims Bureau
Miami-Dade Police Department
9105 Northwest 25 Street
Doral, Florida 33172

TMS@MDPD.COM
305-471-2443